THE CONCEPT OF ISLAMIC PARENTING IN THE ERA OF ISLAMIC MODERATION: AN ANALYSIS OF HURLOCK’S PARENTING THEORY
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Abstract

This article describes the parenting proposed by Hurlock and its relevance to parenting in Islam in the face of Islamic moderation demands. This research is comparative research with data analysis techniques using content analysis and descriptive analysis. This research concludes that there are two Hurlock’s parenting patterns related to Islamic parenting, namely authoritarian and democratic parenting. In Islamic Parenting, parents parenting is not authoritarian and not too permissive towards children; this is in line with the concept of Wasatiyyah in Islam, which means in the middle. This parenting is one of the examples of Noah AS., Ibrahim AS., and Luqman as told in the Qur'an, and the example of prophet Muhammad saw. in the Sunnah. To face the moderation of Islam, parents can apply these two parenting styles to their children. Through moderate but still Islamic parenting, it is hoped that it can make a generation that can become part of the “ummatan wasathyan”, namely a generation that has good, fair, and not extreme characters, and is independent, not taking sides except for what is right according to the teachings of the Shari’a.
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Background

Every individual in Islam must protect their family from bad things that plunge him. This obligation can be understood from the word of Allah SWT., in Surah al-Tahrim verse 6. In this verse, Allah SWT commands believers to protect themselves and their families from the fire of the all-powerful hell.

In general, the parents should look after the family. The care in question is sometimes related to the child's physical, psychological, and spiritual. It is because parents are the first place to learn for their children.

Success in caring for children cannot be separated from the parenting applied by parents to their children. The correct
parenting pattern determines the child’s character, including how he faces the life of the world and the hereafter. Rasulullah SAW said that children are born in a state of fitrah (pure)\(^1\), their parents will demand how they will be. Good or bad children depend on how their parents direct them.\(^2\)

Children have not been able to think carefully about what they are experiencing and facing. Without the role of parents, children will fall into negative things in their environment. Therefore, it takes good competence for parents to produce a good generation as well. Parental control over children’s development will determine whether a more competent and well-

\(^1\) Sayyid Qutub in his book of commentaries suggests that there is a connection between the nature of the human soul and religious character. These two things were created by God in humans as the initial foundation for humans to receive wisdom, change themselves from bad things to better ones, and treat sick souls. see Sayyid Qutub, *Tafsir fi Zikr al-Qur’an*, Juz 5, (Kairo: Dar al-Syur’iq, 2003), p. 2726.

\(^2\) There are several editorials in the hadith books regarding the words of the Prophet Muhammad, regarding this matter, including in the al-Ikhch al-Bukhari Kitab Al-Janazah Bab Kalâm Al-Mayt Alal-Al-Janazah with the following editorial:


adjusted child will be produced in the future.

Islam has long taught how to properly parenting children. Some parenting patterns can be imitated from Prophet Noah AS, Prophet Ibrahim AS, and Luqman. The average parenting applied is through direct interaction (dialogue) with soft words. It can be seen from the choice of the word “yā bunayya” (O my son) when the prophets and Luqman spoke and or advised their children.\(^3\)

Today, various theories have emerged from experts regarding child parenting, including Elizabeth B. Hurlock's view. Hurlock said that parenting is divided into three types, namely authoritarian, permissive, and democratic parenting.\(^4\)

It proves that parenting is essential to discuss and pay attention to. Moreover, nowadays, life problems are increasingly complex, while the times demand Islamic moderation, namely a condition where individuals must be in an independent position, not taking sides except for what is proper. Therefore it is necessary to study how modern parenting is relevant to the parenting pattern that has been described in the Qur’an and Sunnah.

The author raises Hurlock’s theory in this paper because the parenting style he describes, in theory, is a parenting pattern that parents widely apply in everyday life,

\(^3\) This can be seen in the letter Hâdī verse 42 when the Prophet Noah AS, asked his son to come with him to board the ship. Then, a similar call was also made by Prophet Ibrahim to Prophet Isma'il when he asked for an opinion in Surah al-Ṣaffât verse 102. In Luqman’s letter it is also counted three times how Luqman called his son when he gave advice, namely in verse 13, 16 and 17. See Muhammad Fuad ‘Abd al-Baqî, *Muṣām al-Muṣāmaras li al-Ṣijj al-Qur’în al-Karîm*, (Mesor: Maťba’ah Dâr al-Kutub al-Miṣriyyah, 1364 H), p. 138.

and the theory seems to have some similarities with the parenting pattern described in the Qur'an and Sunnah. So this will make it easier for the author to compare these theories.

This research is comparative research (comparative research), a study to compare the similarities and differences between two or more facts and characteristics of certain objects based on a certain framework of thought.

The method used in this research is by tracing the literature related to parenting according to Hurlock, such as his work entitled Child Development and Developmental Psychology and parenting patterns contained in the Qur'an and Sunnah.

Content analysis and descriptive analysis were carried out based on the literature obtained in data analysis techniques. Later, the two were compared by looking for similarities and differences between the parenting styles proposed by Hurlock and those described in the Qur'an and Sunnah. At the end, the writer will conclude.

This paper intends to explain about how the parenting style, according to Hurlock, how the Islamic parenting pattern, namely the parenting pattern described in the Qur'an and Sunnah to find the relevance between the two then so that the character of the child is ready with Islamic moderation.

Understanding Islamic Parenting and Moderation

Understanding Parenting

Parenting consists of two words, "pattern" and "parenting". The word "pattern" in the Big Indonesian Dictionary means "system, way of working", while the word "care for" means "to take care of (care for and educate) small children". If put together, then parenting can be interpreted as a system or way of maintaining, caring for and educating children.

In the book Quantum Parenting, it is stated that parenting is a process of child-rearing using methods and/or techniques that are centered on the affection and sincerity of love from parents.

According to Casmini as quoted by Listia, parenting is everything related to how parents treat, educate, guide and discipline their children, and also includes how parents protect or supervise children in the process of becoming adults in order to conform to the norms that apply in society.

Meanwhile, according to Hurlock, parenting can be interpreted with discipline. Discipline tells about how to provide education for children so that they know the good and the bad and at the end, they are encouraged to behave according to the standard of behavior of society in general.

Based on the above definition, it can be concluded that parenting is a way for parents to discipline their children in the form of supervision and care, so that they have good character and can be accepted by society in general.

Understanding Islamic Moderation

Islamic moderation is a concept that refers to the verse of the Qur'an, namely in Surah al-Baqarah verse 143. There is the word "ummatan wasatun" in that verse, which means "middle people". Ibn Kašir in his commentary explains that the meaning of

---

6 Tim Penyusun Kamus Pusat Bahasa, Kamus Bahasa..., p. 98.
9 Elizabeth B. Hurlock, Child Development, p. 59.
the word "ummatan wasaṭan" is the best choice. Allah mentions that Muslims are the wasaan ummah because they are given specialties through the perfect shari'ah, the straightest path, and the clearest understanding. In addition, based on a hadith narrated by Bukhārī, Tirmiżī, Nasā'i, and Ibn Majah that "al-wasaṭ" means fair.¹⁰

In Arabic, the word Islamic moderation is called al-Wasaṭaniyyah al-Islamiyyah, while in English it is called Islamic Moderation. Understanding the meaning of Islamic moderation can be seen from the words "moderation" and "Islam". Moderation is the reduction of violence or the avoidance of extremes¹¹, while Islam in terminology can be interpreted as a revealed religion that adheres to monotheism or the oneness of God revealed by Allah SWT to the Prophet Muhammad SAW, and applies to all human beings covering all aspects of life.¹²

Islamic moderation is a view or attitude that tries to put oneself in a middle position when faced with two or even more contradictory or excessive things and attitudes, so that two or many things do not dominate in one's thoughts or attitudes.¹³

The author in this case has a slight difference regarding the meaning of Islamic moderation. Islamic moderation in practice is an independent attitude, which is a condition that positions a person in something that is not excessive, does not lean towards one thing unless it is the right thing according to sharia.

There are two characteristics of Islamic moderation: the right to freedom, which is always balanced with obligations. Second, there is a balance between the life of the world and the hereafter. It also talks about the material and spiritual affairs.¹⁴

Hurlock's Perspective
Parenting Patterns

Hurlock's full name is Elizabeth Bergner Hurlock. He was born in 1898 and died in 1988 in Georgia, America. Not found a complete biography of Hurlock, but during his life he has authored several books, including Personality Development, Child Growth and Development, Adolescent Development, and so on.

Talking about parenting, Hurlock has three forms of parenting for their children, namely authoritarian, permissive, and democratic.

Authoritarian Parenting

Parenting in this form is parenting in which children are forced to follow the behavior or words of their parents. Children are not given the freedom to act outside the example of their parents. In this parenting pattern, the action is usually accompanied by punishments if the child is considered violating the rule.

On the one hand, authoritarian parenting positively influences children, including making children obedient, disciplined, and responsible for their mistakes. However, on the other hand, this kind of parenting makes children passive, afraid of being wrong, and not creative. It

¹¹ Tim Penyusun Kamus Pusat Bahasa, Kamus Bahasa..., p. 1035.
then makes the child shy, aloof and immature in character.¹⁵

The characteristics of authoritarian parenting:
1. Children are required to obey the rules made by their parents and they must not argue with them.
2. Parents tend to give physical punishment to their children.
3. Parents tend to give orders and require their children to carry out orders without any compromise.
4. Parents are rejecting and emotional.
5. Parents are stiff in attitude.

Authoritarian parenting causes children to become timid, introverted, quiet, do not like to take initiative, likes to oppose, likes to violate norms, has a weak personality, is anxious and likes to withdraw, is not confident in trying new things and is shy. Authoritarian parenting requires the child to say the word "yes" without listening to the opinion of the child.¹⁶

Permissive Parenting

Permissive parenting is a parenting style that frees children to do or respond to things according to their wishes. Children are not required to ask their parents for consideration every time they make a decision. There are no binding rules or punishments in this permissive parenting style. So that permissive parenting is often referred to as a form of neglect parenting.¹⁷

The characteristics of permissive parenting:

1. Parents are less likely to reprimand their children when they are in trouble or in danger. Parents also give very little guidance and direction to their children.
2. Parents are more likely to only pay attention to the material needs of their children.
3. Parents give very broad freedom to children and encourage children to regulate themselves, without any direction from the rules and norms of parents.

The application of permissive parenting can make children less disciplined with the social rules around them. Permissive parenting will result in children being impulsive, disobedient, aggressive, spoiled, wanting to win on their own, socially immature and creative.

Democratic Parenting

According to Hurlock, democratic parenting can be seen from how discipline is instilled in children. This parenting style emphasizes explanation, discussion, and reasoning from parents to their children. This pattern is expected to make children understand why something is prohibited or allowed.¹⁸

The characteristics of democratic parenting:

1. Parents give freedom and responsibility to their children to choose and take actions that they think are good.
2. Have a responsive attitude to the child’s abilities.
3. Encouraging children to express their freedom of action and opinion.
4. Giving explanations to children about the consequences of bad

¹⁶ Elia Daryati, Anna Farida, *Parenting with heart* (Bandung: Kaifa, 2014) cet. 11, p. 56.
deeds and the consequences of good deeds
5. Give rewards for every success obtained by the child.

Democratic pattern requires more energy for parents, because parents must always give space for children to express themselves. Parents' lack of patience in waiting for their children's initiatives will cause parents to become authoritarian parents.19

Based on this, it can be understood that, in essence, parents with democratic parenting prioritize the needs of their children. However, the priority concept applied is carried out rationally and realistically. It makes the children do not feel burdened between doing what parents expect or what is following the child's choice because everything is discussed openly and warmly.

The Concept of Parenting In Islam

In the dictionary of psychological terms, the concept of parenting is all actions that adults do to their children in terms of caring for, protecting, teaching, disciplining, and providing guidance to their children. Thus, the concept of parenting in Indonesian can be interpreted as child care. Researchers believe that parenting has an impact on children such as behavioral problems, adjustment, competence and internalization of values.20

All parents want their children to be a generation with noble character and intelligence, but this cannot be achieved if parents do not have good parenting knowledge. Islamic parenting is a parenting model that parents can apply so that their children have good morals because Islamic parenting teaches children to be democratic. Children are not forced to do the things they want to do.

The achievement of good expectations of parents for the child cannot be separated from the consistency of parents in applying several principles in parenting, including al-'science of qabla al-'amal wa al-qaul and tarahum.21

Al-'ilmu qabla al-'amal wa al-qaul means that parents first know and understand parenting science before applying it to children. This is expected so that parents can provide appropriate parenting and follow children's needs, and of course, it does not conflict with Islamic values. The purpose of the principle of tarahum is to love. There are many theories about parenting, but the most important thing is its application with love, one example is looking at the child when he tells a story or when he advises him, praying for goodness for him and so on.

Apart from being consistent with the two principles mentioned above, good parenting should also be adapted to the child's condition. Al-Jauhari said that several things must be considered regarding this, namely:22

1. Provide care following the development, growth and ability of children. When the parenting provided is not following this, the child will certainly find it difficult to understand and accept it so that it will interfere with the development of reason and affect confidence in himself.

2. Convey to the child the parenting concept that is applied so that he

---

19 Elia Daryati, Anna Farida, Parenting With Heart, (Bandung: Kaifa, 2014) Cet. 11, p. 14
20 An Ras Tri Astuti, dkk., ibid.
understands and is not confused by the rules made by his parents

3. Use a critical approach to the child in conveying something, namely by explaining the advantages and disadvantages of the thing to be conveyed, then give space for the child to judge for himself the best version according to him.

4. Apply to children good and straight rules so that their thoughts are clean from the beginning of their development.

5. Train and accompany children to apply the rules made and solve the problems they face

6. Train children to seek the truth with an objective approach, so that they become individuals who are consistent in upholding the straight principles of life.

7. Keep children away from anxiety, psychological conflicts, mental disorders and other problems so that they grow and develop in a healthy manner, both physically, logically and psychologically.

Prophet Noah AS., always treated his son well, this can be seen from how he advised his son, Qan‘ān, illustrated in Surah Hūd verses 42-43. The verse explains that the Prophet Noah AS., still calls his son with a good call, even though his son has rebelled. In addition, it can also be seen that Prophet Noah AS., in terms of belief, was very authoritarian and firm towards his son, ordering his son to follow what he believed in, namely to believe in Allah SWT. It is illustrated in the next verse when the Prophet Noah AS., said that no one would be able to help except Allah, the Most Merciful.

The strict parenting pattern is also illustrated by Luqman’s advice to his children in Surah Luqman verse 13 and verse 17. In these two verses, Luqman is very firm in advising his child in terms of faith in Allah SWT. He said that associating partners with Allah is enormous injustice. In addition, he also emphasized to his son never to neglect prayer as a form of worship to Rabb al-'Alamin. To call for goodness to all humankind and be patient for all the bad things that happen to him.

Luqman AS., in verses 14-15, also ordered his children always to be devoted and do good to their parents. A child must obey his parents except in the case of error and disobedience.

Based on this, it can be understood that Islam is very strict on matters relating to aqidah and obligatory worship that the Shari’a has determined. Prophet Muhammad SAW, even once said to punish children who do not carry out the obligation of prayer (worship), as narrated by Abū Dawud below:

حَدَّثَنَا مُحَمَّدُ بْنُ عِيْسَى – يَعْنِي إبْنَ الطَّبَّاعِ – ثَنَا إبْرَاهِيْمُ بْنُ سَعْدٍ، عَنْ عَبْدِ المَلِكِ بْنِ الرَّبِيْعِ بْنِ سَبْرَةَ، عَنْ أَبِيِهِ، عَنْ جَدِهِ، قَالَ: قَالَ النَّبِيُّ صَلَّى اللهُ عَلَيْهِ وَسَلَّمَ: مُرُوا الصَّبِيَّ بِالصَّلاَةِ إذَا بَلَغَ سَبْعَ سِنِيْنَ، وَإذَا بَلَغَ عَشْرَ سِنِيْنَ فَاضْرِبُوْهُ عَلَيْهَا.

“Has told us Muhammad ibn ‘Īsā, i.e. Ibn al-Ṭibā‘i, has told us Ibrahim ibn Sā‘d, from ‘Abd al-Malik ibn al-Rabi‘i ibn Sabrah, from his father, from his grandfather, said: The Prophet (SAW) said: ‘Instruct the child to pray when he is seven years old, then when he is 10 years old beat him (when he has prayed).’

Furthermore, Prophet Ibrahim AS, gave an example that parents and children need sharing in solving a problem. This can be seen from the discussion of Prophet

Ibrahim AS, in Surah al-Ṣaffāt verse 102 when he dreamed of slaughtering his son, Prophet Isma'il AS.

The verse explains that Prophet Ibrahim invited to discuss something related to his son. Through discussion, everything looks more pleasant because of the openness.

In addition to the parenting patterns mentioned above, there are several parenting methods in Islam, including showing an example and paying attention to children.

One form of exemplary and caring can be seen from the upbringing of the Prophet Noah AS. He still treats his son well even though his son refuses to follow the teachings of monotheism. It is a form of exemplary. While the form of attention is when he is still praying and asking forgiveness from Allah SWT for his child's disbelief. As the word of Allah SWT, in the following Surah Hūd verse 45:

"And Noah cried out to his Lord, saying: 'My Lord, indeed my son is part of my family, and indeed Your promise is true, indeed You are the most just judge.'"

Islamic parenting certainly has some differences from general parenting unrelated to Islamic values. There are at least two striking differences, namely regarding vision and order in life.

In Islamic parenting, parents have several visions, such as a vision of 5 to 10 years of child growth and development, or until they are adults. The vision of Islamic parenting is about how children are happy and successful in the world and how children will be happy and safe in the hereafter.

As for the differences regarding the order of life, Islamic parenting has a clear order of life and is following the vision of life in the long term. An orderly life that has a long-term vision will ideally be of higher quality because of course it is thought out carefully.

The Relevance of Moderate And Islamic Parenting Patterns Towards Islamic Moderation

Based on the previous discussion, it is known that there are three forms of moderate parenting proposed by Hurlock, namely authoritarian, permissive or neglectful parenting, and democratic parenting. If it is associated with Islamic parenting, the author considers that there is relevance to several aspects of the parenting style proposed by Hurlock, namely with regard to authoritarian and democratic parenting.

Referring to the example that can be taken from the story of Noah in Surat Hūd, the story of Luqman in Surah Luqman can be seen that both of them are very strict with their children. Prophets Nuh and Luqman both emphasized that their children should not associate partners with Allah. This attitude can be referred to as authority, namely parenting by forcing children to follow what is best in the opinion of their parents, which in this case relates to faith and belief.

Furthermore, parenting in Islam has an element of sharing or deliberation. It is illustrated by how Prophet Ibrahim invited his son to discuss his son's personality. If it is associated with Hurlock's opinion, then the parenting pattern can be equated with the democratic pattern proposed by Hurlock.

As for permissive parenting, it seems that this does not exist in Islam because Muslims were created as the best people who can prevent evil. It is based on the word of Allah in Surah Ali Imran verse 110.

The two parenting styles mentioned above, namely authoritarian and

---

24 Ahmad Naqieb Alinaksi dan Endah Puspita Sari, *ibid.*
democratic, seem appropriate if applied to children facing Islamic moderation as it is known that the moderation of Islam today is very much heard. It could be due to the many extreme thoughts and understandings that often corner some parties who disagree with other parties. This extreme understanding is usually motivated by an individual's poor character.

Instilling good character in children as early as possible can prevent them from thinking and understanding extremes, given that in essence children do have their own character. This can be seen from the verses of the Qur'an which classify children into four groups, namely children as jewelry in the world, child as a test, child as enemy, and the child as the light of the eye or the jewel of the heart.

Through the correct parenting style from parents, there is hope that children will be enough to become jewels and lights of the eyes or jewels of the heart, both for their parents, religion, and the general public. Apart from that, in Surah al-Nisa' verse 9, it is not permissible to leave weak offspring, both physically and psychologically, even more so spiritually.

Apart from the above, as explained earlier, the Islamic parenting concept and the parenting concept, in general, have different goals. The purpose of parenting in Islam is to reach prosperity in the world and the hereafter, it is only because of Allah SWT. Meanwhile, the concept of parenting in general, according to Elbert, as quoted by Ahmad and Endah, aims to produce children who excel (achievement), children who are independent (independence), and children who respect their parents (respect for parents). In addition, it is also mentioned that the purpose of parenting is for children to grow up happy and smart (raise happy and smart children).

Conclusion

Moderation of Islam is essential, although there are still barriers that cannot be disturbed, namely everything related to aqidah. Although "moderate" has a close understanding of "democracy", but in terms of aqidah everything has been confirmed in the Qur'an and Sunnah so that it cannot be mixed up.

The concept of moderation can also be applied in parenting, where parents are not authoritarian but also not too permissive towards children, this is in line with the Wasatiyyah concept in Islam, which means middle.

In order to deal with Islamic moderation, it is necessary to understand from the beginning, especially from parents to their children, one of which is through parenting and proper and correct parenting principles. The principle in question is related to exemplary, accompanying children in realizing moral values, teaching democratic attitudes, being open, honest, and consistent in carrying out the rules made and mutually agreed upon. In addition, children's authority and trust in their parents also play an important role in the success of parenting.

Islamic parenting can be imitated from the stories in the Qur'an, namely based on how the prophet faced his child,

---

25 Ayat yang menyebutkan tentang hal ini terdapat dalam Surat al-Kahfi ayat 46.
26 Anak sebagai ujian disebutkan dalam firman Allah Surat al-Anfāl ayat 28.
27 Anak sebagai musuh dijelaskan dalam Surat al-Taghabun ayat 14.
28 Anak sebagai permata hati termaktub dalam firman Allah Surat al-Furqān ayat 74.
as well as through the Sunnah of the Prophet Muhammad. In addition, there is also a moderate parenting style that is considered quite relevant to Islamic parenting, one of which is Hurlock's authoritarian and democratic parenting.

Through moderate but still Islamic parenting, it is hoped that it can make a generation that is able to become part of the "ummatan wasaṭan", namely a generation that has good, fair, and not extreme characters, and is independent, not taking sides except for what is right according to the teachings of the Shari'a.
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